Abstract-In a dynamic environment, it is quite reasonable to implement functions as a set of rules into an agent to react to unexpected situations, because it is very difficult to have a correct model of the environment. This paper describes a reinforcement studying method to acquire the rules, each of which consists of state and action pair, for coordinating execution of the multiple cranes in a coil-yard of steel manufacture. The cranes are operated asynchronously, based on the decision of each crane's operator who only knows locally available information in this domain where it is natural to use a decentralized multiagent model. However, decentralization causes other serious problems, such as conflicts among the agents. It is very difficult to design rules to resolve conflicts by means of mathematical analysis, because information is scattered, missions are generated stochastically and it is very hard to execute missions on schedule. In this paper, we, here, give a kind of Profit-sharing strategy, which is based on artificial intelligence. Profit-sharing strategy solves the issue that when conscious aliasing and concurrent studying occur. In a true multi-agent environment, a fact is that movement actions means more under certain circumstance, if you consider the surroundings as MDPs. Since Profit-sharing is an exploitation intensive method, it reinforces meaningful actions remarkably to resolve the conflicts.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper describes a reinforcement studying method to acquire the rules, each of which consists of state and action pair, for coordinating execution of the multiple cranes in a coil-yard of steel manufacture. The cranes are operated asynchronously, based on the decision of each crane's operator who only knows locally available information in this domain where it is natural to use a decentralized multi-agent model. However, decentralization causes other serious problems, such as conflicts among the agents. It is very difficult to design rules to resolve conflicts by means of mathematical analysis, because information is scattered, missions are generated stochastically and it is very hard to execute missions on schedule.
For a stochastic domain, a reinforcement studying approach is notable and attractive to acquire the rules to react without any model. But, in fact, difficulties exist all the time, such as applying the reinforcement studying methods to different areas where full of multiple agents. In this paper, we present Profit-Sharing (PS) [1] - [3] algorithm. Under such circumstances, different agents have the ability to study all the time, including competitive counterparts which may share the same resource. It is guaranteed to converge to the rational policy even in the non-Markov Decision Processes (MDPs), if a credit is assigned by the certain reinforcement function which satisfies "Rationality Theorem".
We corroborated that PS is the better reinforcement studying algorithm than QL for Pursuit Game. A typical multi-agent environment through some experimental results [4] - [6] show. But in Pursuit Game, agents pursue a common goal without conflict over the resource. The conflicts would cause non-determinism in state transitions of the environment where the DP-based algorithms could not guarantee the convergence. Such as Q-studying (QL) [7] - [9] and Temporal Difference Studying (TD) [10] . Also, it is still unknown whether PS, which is not based on DP, is available or not to share the same resources among counterparts. Thus, the problem arises. Cranes is appropriate to evaluate the performance of PS toward the competitive domain, because there exist ugly conflicts. Multiple agents may share the same limited resources among cranes.
There are two purposes of this paper; one is to clarify the problems reinforcement studying among multiple agents. The other purpose, however, is to show the advantages of PS approach in the domain where agents have close relations and act competitively through some experiments.
In Sect. 2, we give the meaning of Cranes Control. In Sect. 3, we briefly introduce the principles of PS and its advantage over QL in the Crane Control Problem we treat here. In Sect. 4, we demonstrate that the performance of cranes executing by PS agents is better than that of QL ones through several experiments. It introduces the QL. In addition, we show that the performance of our model using reinforced cooperative rules is superior to the one using a reactive planning framework in the dynamic coilyard environment. Finally, we take the actual environment into account. Our PS strategy's applicability is considered and in the end, we give the future point of view. 
II. PROBLEM DOMAIN

A. Crane Control Problem
We consider the coil-yard manufacture as the primary field. If you do the such industrial process, a lot of problems arise. For example, many tons of coils, are in the process of turning cold and hot. Different cranes do individual missions. Although processes are asynchronously, they should share some special resources, thus leading to coordination. So they must cooperate with counterparts agent, which, however, could not be predicted ahead of time. Because cranes are running through the common rails and it is very hard to transact missions on schedule, the operators need to react rationally to avoid collisions which cause very serious accident.
We treat this problem using two dimensional model where location in the coil-yard is identified by an address, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The coil-yard consists of 100 addresses. And at both ends (address1 and address100), there are the side-tracks to take refuge from a collision among cranes. Every mission is showed by two separated addresses which mean the initial location and destination of the agent, respectively. The missions can be classified into two types. One is the mission to carry a hot coil into the coil-yard, and the other is the one to carry a cool-downed coil out to be in a special mark. Such as Fig. 1 , in which Mission2 and 4 are the former one, and Mission1, Mission3 and Mission5 belong the latter type of mission as shown in Fig. 1(b) .
From the other point of view about the cranes, limited required time to get one mission over must be minimized, which is very hard to achieve using formalized strategy because the circumstance is extremely full of uncertainty. That is, you must use other ways to get agent knowledge board.
B. Multi-Agent Model
We modeled this problem as a multi-agent environment, and have embedded an agent into each crane's operator to manage assignment of mission and its execution.
Firstly, a set of missions is broadcasted by the process of higher level, then each operator recognizes missions generation and decides its assignment of mission by means of the blackboard, as shown in Fig. 2 . The type of Mission1 is assigned to Crane1 and Mission5 is assigned to Crane3. The assignment of Mission2, Mission3, and Mission4 is based on (Start, End) of Mission and (CPi, InitPi) of Crane's. (CPi: current position of Cranei, InitPi: predefined territory of each Crane, Crane1=0, Crane2 = 50,Crane3 = 80) Each of these mission types is assigned to the Cranei which could minimize |Start -CPi| +|End -InitPi|.
Secondly, after getting the assignment, each crane moves from its current address to the Start of the coil's to take it. Then the crane grasps the coil and carries it to its destination (End), and finally puts it into there.
Looking at Fig. 2 , there are four parts in the model, in which the most important is the Learner. Profit-sharing algorithm is included here. Firstly, a mark named ot is got by the agent, which means the usable state of the surrounding at time t. Then individual action is accordingly choosed (Roulette-Selection strategy, in which the main step is selected in proportion to its weight) from the required set at. It includes usable steps at t. After the step is choosey, the individual decides whether an outcome is gave out. Once no outcome is generated, corresponding strategy is stored. If you do the same way in cranes, seamless outcome would be also integrated in the Leaner. We define an episode as a period between a start time and a final time. When one individual get the outcome, R, the routines stored in the Learner would be reinforced by adding the heurstic table to the logic function. Thus is defined by the Rationality Theorem (see Sect. 3.2).
There are four states of each crane, that is,{To Start ,To End, Rolling, Vacant}. To start means that crane is getting from individual start mark to the stored mark of the coil. To End means that crane is moving to put the coil to the destination address.
And Vacant means that crane has no assigned mission. As for an action set of the crane, three kind of basic steps are included. Backward move is defined first, and then is forward move, which should include waiting status of course. 
C. Representation of State Space
A representation of agent's state space is one of serious problems applying reinforcement studying to the true world. If a single agent manages those state spaces using absolute addresses of each crane, it must treat about (4· 106)3 in the case of three cranes. On the other hand, if an agent managed one crane and has a limited sight l (Fig.  3) , it treats about (4· 106) · (4 · l · 104) 2. Even in the latter representation, it is very difficult to handle them.
Our representation of the agent's state space consists of 17 dimensions as shown in Fig. 3 . Here, information of others is represented in terms of the relative locations of cranes' and their destinations, which are more important than the absolute ones. By means of this representation, we obtain an extremely conservative estimate of the state size is about 107.
We are concerned here with acquisition of rules to evade collision among the cranes of which states are To Start or To End. Because these situations are most difficult to design the knowledge. As for in the other situations, agent acts according to the rules as shown in Figs. 4(a), (b) . For example, the case where one is in Rolling and the other is in To Start, the former crane gets priority. Figure 4 (c) shows the rules which are embedded into RAP model which is used to compare with our model (see Sect. 4.2). The agent moves toward its purpose address (forward-move) when other cranes are out of its sight. When other crane(s) is(are) in its sight, the agent can recognize the information of other's state(s) and the purpose address(es). Then, agent learns rules to resolve conflicts using PS.
In section 3, the main idea is reinforcement studying and describe our approach concerning multiple agent environment. 
III. APPROACH BY REINFORCEMENT STUDYING
A. Requirements of Multi-Agent World
Two major problems which cause non-determinism in state transitions are brought about with the same reason showing as crane control problem. The most important is treated as the limited sensing ability. In such case, one individual has to sensing more than two marks as a single mark. This issue is named conscious aliasing. Then corresponding problem comes. When one single action is needed by all separated states, conscious aliasing is showed out. Finally it leads to a makeable state space. Although different actions are needed by different agents, much confused status hence performs steps that are out of imagine. Moreover, second issue is contributed to concurrent studying. This is because the dynamics of the surroundings change unpredictably. When it need studying, each individual varies each own rules and actions asynchronously. Accordingly, an individual could not compute the structure of the transitional abilities for its surrounding. What mentioned above can lead to nondeterminism when happens in state variations.
For these two problems, DP-based methods, such as QL and TD, would be weaker than the non-DPbased method, such as PS. Because the former methods assume that he environment has a MDPs'property; i.e. the DPbased methods use mark of special sequence (V (ot+1)) , in order to change the initial mark (V (ot)) as listed in Eq.
(1), their weakness would be exposed in the environment where state transition probabilities could be varied. On the other hand, the latter does not need any MDPs' property, to acquire the effective rules. To relax the limiting effects that result with using MDPs' property, TD(λ ), Q(λ ) and Sarsa (λ ) method are proposed. But they need a lot of extra memory to manage the delayed reward which is one of important issue to be considered in our domain. In this paper, we discuss the advantage of PS toward multiagent world through the comparison with QL which is a typical DP-based method and fully uses MDPs'property,
With the mark changed, individual renews Qn(ot, at) by discounting future issues once again and counting them by positive studying mark α . In this paper γ (0.5 < γ < 1) is a computing mark in discounting, and V (ot+1) is showd then. When no immediate reward r exists, the agent uses r = 0 to update Qn(ot, at).
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B. Profit-Sharing Approach
Our approach is based on PS, in which rules in an episode are reinforced after agents getting a reward according to the certain logic function in the Rationality Theorem. Here, we would emphasis two special rules which are very important. One is that "Rationality Theorem" is treated as converging on a method. What is more, the other is that PS does not need MDPs' property, such as transitional probabilities from state to state.
Here, W and n indicate weight (value) of rule (ot, at) and the number of episodes, respectively. Rationality Theorem (Ineffective rule suppression theorem): Any related strategy should be showed if 0 1, 2,..., , (j, R, T) (t, R, T)
A representation of agent's state space is one of serious problems applying reinforcement studying to the true world. If a single agent manages those state spaces using absolute addresses of each crane, it must treat about in the case of three cranes. On the other hand, if an agent managed one crane and has a limited sight l. Even in the latter representation, it is very difficult to handle them.
In PS algorithm, MDPs' property (mentioned in Sect. 3.1) is not necessary; all rules on an episode are reinforced by traditional marks, which are not any tables of issue estimation. On the other hand, the QL-agent must be deceived in state1. This is due to that individual estimation depend on separate movement related to lower valued priority. The effectiveness about PS toward a partially observable environment is discussed.
In the global point of view, the environment's subgoal is each agent's final achievement. We treat this problem using two dimensional models where location in the coil-yard is identified by an address. The coil-yard consists of 100 addresses. And at both ends, there are the side-tracks to take refuge from a collision among cranes. Every mission is showed by two separated addresses which mean the initial location and destination of the agent, respectively. The missions can be classified into two types. One is the mission to carry a hot coil into the coil-yard, and the other is the one to carry a cool-downed coil out to be in a special mark. Such as PS, in which Mission2 and 4 are the former one, and Mission1, Mission3 and Mission5 belong the latter type of mission.
The designing reward has a key to resolve the conflicts among the agents. In the coil-yard, there would be happened a serious conflicts, for example. In this case, more than three changes can be imagined on designing the goals. First is the priority that needs the subgoal. It can be stopped at any time under any environment. The second one is the performance difference. Higher result would come out in better rules, that is, agent who finished the mission first learned the actions which he should do after his finishing mission. However, this exposes some drawbacks, especially when requiring bundles of time to study from the error issue, such as increasing number of missions and individuals. It would be given after a serious delay which makes the length of the episode become to be longer. In the latter case, we should design the rules to manage his (operator's) movement when the mission is achieved, for that every individual studies just matters related to critical movement before the final goal is achieved and he never care about after finishing his goal. If these rules, concerning after finishing his mission, are not given to the agents, the agent who finished his mission will stay at the goal, then another agent cannot reach his goal. Fortunately, in this case, such algorithm is easily generated. We set agent who finish his mission to give the priority to others.
IV. EXPERIMENT
This section describes the method of our experiments. There are two purposes in our experiments. The first is getting about the outcome of making the prizes about the individual' actions. The other is to know the performance of PS in the dynamic and competitive domain. Table 1 show the parameters of simulation.
A. Effects of Designing the Reward
Two issues on making the marks showed in Sect. 3.3 should be treated. In both cases, the reward is never shared among the agents.
Issue 1: The marks are showed to the entire group while the global goal is achieved.
Issue 2: The mark is showed to the individual whose goal is achieved. In such issue, the individual is decided to whose mission is finished, considering the priority to the counterpart whose mission is still in process.
In a PS structure, the individual chooses its behavior from the steps using Roulette selection (mentioned in Sect. 2.2) at each time step. The starting mark of each weight is 10 and the feedback is 100, and a geometrically decreasing function: f = 100 ・ (0.3)T− t (T: time when agent reached the goal, t: time step in the episode ), which First, we come to talk about the difference between PS and QL. Pay attention to their cases of rewards design. We make twelve missions in all, and list two cranes for simplicity in Fig. 5 , which is wholly a random process.
The performance of the PS agents is better than that of QL one in the both cases of rewards design. Here, we found that QL is not a better reward design when considering the issue 1. So do Profit Sharing strategy. In Issue 1, all group individuals share the same resources, and the influence each other dramatically. In Issue 2, the same thing happens that QL individual is caused to draw by other counterpart.
We also experimented on the environment including 3 individuals, in which the Q-values are in the still place, keeping oscillating all the time in the whole design process. When QL agents increase in the environment, the number gets bigger. And then the state transition problem turns more uncertainty. 
B. Performance of Profit-Sharing
In the second place, the performance of Profit-Sharing is concentrated in the coil-yard publication that includes 3 cranes. Table 4 gives the initial setting. And to confirm PS's learn-ability toward the dynamic environment, we set 10% noise to the agent's action, which means that agent fails in doing his intended action in a ratio of one to ten actions. These kind of noise would be frequently occurred in this environment in the forms of execution delay. Then, we make a comparison between the rules acquired by PS and the reasonable hand-coded rules which we implemented in the RAP model's. We compare our PS-multi-agent model with RAP model, a one of typical reactive planner, to know applicability of PS to the true problem. In the former model, the acquired rules by PS are embedded, and in the latter one, hand-coded rules are embedded into the agent. The average time to finish 12 missions of each model is 29. 7 [min], and 41.2 [min], respectively. The difference of the rules between them is shown in Fig. 6 . The reason why the rules acquired by PS show the better performance than the hand-coded ones is that profit sharing gives some precise surroundings which, however, must not be realized ahead of time.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper describes a reinforcement studying method to acquire the rules, each of which consists of state and action pair, for coordinating execution of the multiple cranes in a coil-yard of steel manufacture. The cranes are operated asynchronously, based on the decision of each crane's operator who only knows locally available information in this domain where it is natural to use a decentralized multi-agent model. On the other hand, decentralization causes other serious problems, such as conflicts among the agents. It is very difficult to design rules to resolve conflicts by means of mathematical analysis, because information is scattered, missions are generated stochastically and it is very hard to execute missions on schedule.
In this paper, we, here, give a kind of Profit-sharing strategy, which is based on artificial intelligence. Profitsharing strategy solves the issue that when conscious aliasing and concurrent studying occur. In a true multiagent environment, a fact is that movement actions mean more under certain circumstance, if you consider the surroundings as MDPs. Since Profit-sharing is an exploitation intensive method, it reinforces meaningful actions remarkably to resolve the conflicts.
The outcomes are the entrance to mark the designing grades which is the one of the most important problem to apply Profit-sharing to more complicated domain, because to design the reward is more difficult than to show agent knowledge box. Especially, in the real environment, we should consider the case in which it is not clear who contributes to achieve the goal, because this kind of case would be frequently occurred in this world. This problem, the reward-sharing among the agents, is much more difficult than the credit-assignment problem. Therefore, some theoretical aspects are required in multi-agent reinforcement studying. We have been pursuing reward-sharing method among the agents and shown a theoretical result. However, we have much still remains to be done.
